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Abstract—Existing forensic fingerprints mostly rely on robust statistical estimates, which usually hinder accurate image tampering detection at fine-grained level. To date, people still put a big question mark behind “where has been tampered?” In this paper, we try to answer this question from a counterfeiter’s perspective, devil in the details, that image tampering is usually sparsely and delicately manipulated. Thanks to recently wellestablished rank-sparsity incoherence, we formulate the finegrained tampering detection as a constrained minimization problem in order to discriminate the authentic areas (sharing similar feature behaviours) from the tampered areas (inconsistently and sparsely distributed) in a forensic feature space. Our formulation could incorporate with any applicable forensic features and, unlike existing methods, needs neither statistical analysis nor model factor estimation. Our experimental results show that the proposed method successfully locates various kinds of image tampering, including copy-move forgery, resampling and recompression, at fine-grained level.



(a)



I. INTRODUCTION The devil is in the details. Proverb



Nowadays every one could be an excellent image-creator! Using well-developed image editing softwares (e.g., Photoshop), we all could easily manipulate a given image and create a realistic “digital fake” in need of no expertise. For example, in Fig. 1 (a), the image popularly used in image inpainting [1] could be easily manipulated to convert the bungee-jumper into a superman! To date, as much research keep devoting to development of powerful editing tools, these easy-to-use techniques also open the door to realistic image tampering. Since visually-pleasant contents could easily convince people regardless of their authenticity, tampering detection as well as localization is becoming indispensible in digital image forensics. Through this decade, instead of using digital watermark, many passive/non-intrusive methods have been proposed for image tampering detection. Existing methods mainly rely on detecting the traces left by image acquisition or tampering operations; e.g., color filter array (CFA) interpolation [2-3], sensor noise pattern [4-5], resampling [6-7], and other image post-processing [8]. Although these forensic fingerprints could verify the presence/absence of image tampering, their performance mostly depends on reliable estimates from a whole image or sub-image (e.g., a given suspected window) rather than from a small image unit at fine-grained level (e.g.,



(b) Fig. 1. (a) An example of image tampering [1]. The three images from left to right are original image, tampered image, and the binary mask for tampered area. Notice that, the tampered area is relatively sparse in comparison with the authentic area. (b) An illustration of forensic feature space, where the tampered areas should be well discriminated from the authentic areas.



pixel, block). The reason is that a reliable statistical analysis, which usually involves the hypothesis of correct tampering location, is required to expose these tampering traces. In contrast, JPEG recompression artifacts [9-11] effectively reveal blocking inconsistency at every 8x8 block if the parameters used in the primary quantization could be correctly estimated. However, a robust estimate of those parameters again relies on a sufficient number of recompressed blocks to gather statistical support. To date, even though various forensic fingerprints have been proposed, there still lacks a general and effective solution to locate tampered area at finegrained level. Two recent work [12-13] have pointed out this limitation and proposed a Bayesian approach for tampering localization with either CFA or JPEG recompression traces. Nevertheless, the two methods are based on different probability models, which both need an accurate estimate of model factors and also the task-dependent information (e.g., CFA pattern, interpolation kernel, 1st and 2nd quantization tables, etc).



To break this bottleneck, we propose a unified solution to locate various kinds of image tampering from a counterfeiter’s perspective toward image tampering: as shown in Fig. 1(a), one tends to manipulate only a small amount of pixels without destroying the image credibility or leaving noticeable artifacts. Our goal is to expose such sparse manipulation, which we call devil in the details, in an optimized scheme. Suppose there exists a reliable forensic feature space (see Fig. 1(b)). We assume that authentic areas share similar feature behaviours while tampered areas are sparsely and inconsistently distributed. These two observations could be characterized by rank-sparsity incoherence [14], which has been recently wellstudied in computer vision field. Considering the tampering detection scenario, we propose a novel probabilistic ranksparisy decomposition to explicitly estimate the tampering score at fine-grained level and also incorporate human priors to ensure spatially-contiguous detection results. To sum up, the superiority of our method over existing work is twofold: 1) our method correctly locates various kinds of image tampering in a unified model by adopting different yet very simple forensic features; and 2) unlike existing methods, our method needs neither statistical analysis nor model factor estimation. In addition, we only need to determine two parameters in our method. Since we employ “devil in the details” (i.e., sparse user manipulation) as our problem priors, our method shows impressive results and also outperforms existing approaches in experiments. A. Notations We first summarize the notations used in this paper. Lower case letters ( , , …) denote scalar, bold lower case letters ( , , …) denote vector, and bold upper case letters ( , , …) denote matrix. is the element of , and , and are the , element and the column of , respectively. Diag denotes a diagonal matrix whose , element denotes the sum of all diagonal equals to , and trace elements in . In addition, the singular value decomposition T . (SVD) of is written by is defined by ∑ , where The nuclear norm is the largest singular value of . The -norm of , indicates the number of nonzero , , and F are defined by ∑ , , and ∑ , , respectively. , II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION Modern techniques of rank-sparsity decomposition could be traced back to Robust Principal Component Analysis (RPCA) [15], where a corrupted matrix is decomposed into a clean matrix and a matrix containing gross errors. When assuming exhibits a low-rank structure and most elements of are zero, RPCA aims to solve s. t. . (1) , argmin rank Equation (1) is non-convex and also NP-hard because of the complex behaviors in rank function and -norm. Hence the by their tightest convex authors replaced rank and and , respectively, and recast RPCA into surrogates a convex problem:



, argmin s. t. . (2) In [16], the authors proved that, under rather weak assumptions, one could exactly solve equation (2) and also recover the low-rank component and sparse component . Although RPCA gives a theoretical guarantee, the -norm relaxation tends to bias the estimates of when the corrupted entries are not sparse and random enough [17]. In addition, in many applications, we may only concern about the sparseness of instead of their exact values; also, we usually only know the sparseness of a priori rather than itself. For example, in the application of image tampering detection and localization, our goal is to detect the location of tampered pixels but not to estimate the tampered content. If we use the RPCA solver, then a post-processing on is needed to determine the tampered area. This post-processing only implicitly relates to the tampering score and may also lose the problem precision. To overcome this drawback, we propose a novel probabilistic rank-sparsity decomposition method in section 3. Different from RPCA, our method explicitly determines the tampering score and also captures spatiallycontiguous tampered areas by including the spatial coherency priors. We will show that both modifications improve RPCA formulation in image tampering detection. III. LOCATING TAMPERED AREA A. Scenario Given an observed image , where Ω denotes the set of tampered pixels and Ω is its complement with respect to . Note that, the tampering operation applied on Ω is not restricted to any specific operation. We could include any existing forensic features applicable to different tampering operations to create a forensic feature space from the observed image. In order to discriminate Ω from Ω in this feature space (as shown in Fig. 1(b)), we make the following two assumptions: z The pixels in Ω should share similar feature behaviors while the other set Ω does not. z The cardinality of the set Ω is relatively smaller than Ω . that of Ω ; i.e., |Ω | The 1st assumption relies on the discriminative power of the so-called forensic feature space. The 2nd assumption did come from a common scenario: when tampering an image, general users usually manipulate only a small portion of the image to make the tampered result appear realistic and unnoticeable. Under the two assumptions, Ω should reveal strong dependency in a low-rank subspace where Ω are sparsely and inconsistently distributed. Therefore, we recast the problem of locating tampered area into a generalized problem: finding the sparse inconsistency in a low-rank subspace. This novel perspective enables us to derive a unified formulation for locating tampered area in fine-grained detail. B. Problem Formulation We first divide an image into units (e.g., pixels, patches, regions or super-pixels, etc) and then represent the image by a ,…, , where denotes the feature matrix



–dimensional forensic feature vector of the unit. Assuming there exists an underlying low-rank matrix spanned by the authentic forensic features, our goal is to estimate and explicitly determine the tampering score of : each unit. We thus introduce a probabilistic support P tampered| and P authentic| . (3) 1 In addition, we further consider a Gaussian noise model between our observation , and the estimation , : . (4) , , , and , ~N 0, σ Finally, we propose to formulate our fine-grained tampering detection as a constrained minimization problem: ∑ , argmin ∑ ∑, 1 , s. t. 0 1 . (5) In equation (5), the 1st term measures the feature dependency between authentic units, and the 4th term measures their observation noise under P authentic| . On the other hand, the 2nd term penalizes the sparseness of tampered units under , and the 3rd term encodes the relation P tampered| between image units with the prior knowledge defined by , . Observing that most of the tampered units are spatiallycontiguous, we consider the spatial coherency to define , : ,



exp 0



, if the



and



units are spatially‐adjacent ,



otherwise



(6) where denotes the center coordinate of the unit. In other words, equation (5) would encourage two image units to have similar tampering scores if they are spatially-adjacent. C. Optimization Methodology In practice, equation (5) is non-convex and difficult to solve. However, if we solve either or with the other one fixed, the two corresponding sub-problems are both convex and could be solved exactly. By ignoring those terms independent of , we have: T trace , (7) argmin T where Diag 1 , … ,1 . To make equation (7) tractable, we adopt the linearization technique and obtain



elements; i.e., max / ,0 . On the other hand, to estimate the probabilistic support , we ignore those terms independent of in equation (5) and have a constrained minimization problem: T s. t. 0 1, (11) argmin T T where ,…, , and is the graph Laplacian matrix defined by ( denotes a ∑ , ). Equation (11) is a typical diagonal matrix with , quadratic programming. In our experiments, we solve it using the Matlab toolbox quadprog(). To sum up, we solve equations (9) and (11) iteratively until the changes of and between consecutive iterations are smaller than a predefined threshold. Because we reduce the objective cost at each iteration, the proposed algorithm guarantees to obtain a local optimum. Nevertheless, since equation (5) is a non-convex formulation, our method could be quite sensitive to parameters. To address this issue, we use an image-dependent approach to determine , , . We set for different images, and adaptively adjust , / at each iteration, where is set as times of variance of T ,…, and . After obtaining the probabilistic support , we assign into those pixels belonging to the unit and then generate a probability map, where higher responses (usually close to 1 in our experiments) indicate the tampered areas. This probability map is finally used as our tampering detection result. D. Forensic Features It is worthy noting that our method is insensitive to the discriminative power of each individual forensic feature, because equation (5) inherently explores both the feature dependency (i.e., low-rank) and feature inconsistency (i.e., sparsity). Therefore, neither feature selection nor complex feature extraction (e.g., statistical model-based [12-13]) is required. Our method works very well even using pixel-level features, which could be easily measured but are usually very sensitive to image content, to locate various image tampering. In this paper, we investigate three types of forensic features to validate our rank-sparsity model.



1) Demosaicing evidences Most digital cameras embed a color filter array (CFA) to argmin , (8) F gather one particular color for each sensor. Since different where is the approximation from previous iteration, demosaicing algorithms are built in different cameras to T 2 , and . Because is denotes interpolate missing pixel values, the algorithm parameters diagonal, its singular values are equal to the diagonal elements. could be used for camera source identification. In [3], the ( is the minimum Therefore, is equal to 2 2 authors proposed to estimate 7x7 interpolation kernels under element of ). We thus rewrite equation (8) and have 36 CFA patterns and then used the one with minimal argmin F , where reconstruction error to identify the demosaicing algorithm. , and Here, we adopt a subset of the forensic features proposed in [3] / 1 , is identity matrix. (9) and utilize the reconstruction errors under 12 CFA patterns (from (with the same color filter at diagonal) as our pixel-level In equation (9), exhibits a convex combination of previous iteration) and (from observation). The optimum of features. Although these features seem quite simple, we will show that the 12 local features, followed by our proposed equation (9) is derived by SVD shrinkage technique [18]: T , (10) model, could correctly locate copy-move tampering on images where denotes the shrunk with all shrunk diagonal coming from different camera sources.



(a)



(b)



(c)



Fig. 2. (a) An example of copy-move tampering from different camera sources; (b) the reconstruction error maps under 12 CFA patterns [3]; and (c) our detection result.
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(b)



(d)



(c) Fig. 3. (a) The dog image “AnAn” ;(b) an example of copy-move tampering with resampling; (c) the 8 high frequency features [7] measured in spatial domain (the first 4 images) and in frequency domain (the last 4 images); and (d) our detection result.



2) Resampling traces Resampling process (e.g., scaling and rotation) is one of the commonest operations when manipulating tampered images. In [7], the authors measured the second-order difference and its zeros crossing to detect interpolated samples in pixel domain, and also conducted high-pass filtering in frequency domain (either DCT or DWT) to detect the loss of highfrequency details. Both the two types of feature are measured at pixel level. We therefore adopt these features (8 features in total) to characterize the traces of resampling in our method. 3) JPEG recompression artifacts Existing research have shown that JPEG recompression would leave inconsistent artifacts in both pixel and frequency domains [9]. Here, we consider a simple yet practical method, JPEG ghosts [10], to measure the recompression artifacts at pixel level. JPEG ghosts calculate the difference between a given image and its recompressed counterpart and would reveal ghost-like artifacts when the recompression quality factor is close to the primary one. This feature is usually very sensitive to image content; in addition, determining the best



recompression factor itself is also a critical problem. In our method, there is no such concern because the proposed model automatically explores the feature dependency. We simply try 17 recompression factors {51, 54,…, 99} and utilize all of the 17 JPEG ghosts as our forensic features without further feature selection. Recall that denotes the feature representation of the image unit. After we obtain forensic features at pixel level, we determine by averaging the features from those pixels in the image unit. IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS In this section, we demonstrate that our method is able to locate various kinds of image tampering by adopting different forensic features . Note that, although the proposed ranksparsity model works well on pixel-level, solving equation (11) for all the image pixels would be very time-consuming. In order to balance such tradeoff, we divide our test image (see Fig. 4(a)), which is captured using Pentax K100D and is of size 1024x1024, into non-overlapping patches of size 16x16
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(b)



(c)



(d)



(e)



Fig. 4 (a) Two examples of recompression tampering, where the red areas are composed of single compressed blocks (compression factor is 80) and the blue areas are composed of double compressed blocks (1st compression factor is 60 and 2nd compression factor is 80); and their detection results obtained by (b) RPCA [15]; (c) DCT coefficient analysis [11]; (d) our method; and (e) JPEG ghost with the best recompression factor 60 [10].



To overcome this challenging issue, we create two scenarios of JPEG recompression tampering in Fig. 4 (a), where one has 1/16 recompressed 8x8 blocks and the other one has 15/16. We compare our method with [11] and RPCA. A. Copy-Move Tampering from Different Camera Sources [11] used the histogram analysis of DCT coefficients to We create a copy-move tampering in Fig. 2(a), where the estimate the period left by primary quantization. Both RPCA tampered area is cropped from the other image captured using and our method utilize the same 17 JPEG ghosts as features. Nikon D80. Here we use the 12 reconstruction errors under We measure the tampering score of RPCA by because different CFA patterns as our features. As shown in Fig. 2(b), RPCA penalizes -norm in the objective function (see the pixel-wise error maps are noisy and unreliable to show the equation (2)). The three detection results are shown in Fig. 4 demosaicing inconsistency. However, using the same set of (b)-(d). One could observe that RPCA is sensitive to image features, our method accurately locates the tampered areas (as content and obtains noisy results. This is because RPCA shown in Fig. 2(c)). This encouraging result shows that our implicitly determines the tampering score and its convex method is able to detect fine-grained tampering without any relaxation would lose the problem precision on . On the additional feature selection [3] or statistical analysis. other hand, [11] accurately detects the tampered areas only in the case of 15/16 recompressed blocks; otherwise, their B. Image Tampering with Resampling performance is even inferior to RPCA. In contrast, our method To generate a tampered image (see Fig. 3(b)), we paste an achieves very accurate detection results in both scenarios. enlarged (with the scale factor of 3) and rotated (by 30 This success mainly lies in three aspects: 1) our method degrees) dog image “AnAn” (see Fig. 3(a)) into our test image. explicitly estimates the tampering score under an optimization Here we use the 8 high-frequency features [7] to detect the scheme; 2) we incorporate the spatial coherency as prior resampling traces left by scaling and rotation. As shown in Fig. knowledge of tampering areas to suppress misestimates; and 3) 3(c), some of these features only roughly capture the tampered our method characterizes the feature inconsistency without areas but are still very sensitive to image content. In contrast, any additional factor estimation (e.g., primary compression using the same set of features, our method accurately locates factor [10] and primary quantization trace [11]). In addition, the dog “AnAn” (see Fig. 3 (d)). our formulation could incorporate with any local forensic features even without knowing their physical meaning. For C. Image Tampering with Recompression example, as shown in Fig. 4(e), when the target recompression To date, the JPEG recompression artifacts are probably the factor is given, JPEG ghosts reveal either very large or very most effective forensic feature for locating image tampering. small responses (corresponding to different physical meanings) Once the primary compression factor (or the quantization in two different cases. In contrast, regardless of their different table) could be correctly estimated, the blocking inconsistency feature response, our method correctly detects the tampered would then reveal the recompression traces. However, areas. existing methods require a sufficient number of recompressed blocks for robust estimate. If the recompressed blocks are V. CONCLUSION relatively sparse in comparison with authentic blocks, then In this paper, we give a general answer for image tampering many methods may fail due to lack of recompression statistics. localization. We first introduce a counterfeiter’s perspective, and use the image patch as the unit in our formulation. The two parameters , are fixed as 0.75 and 1 in all experiments.



devil in the details, which indicates that users tend to manipulate only a small amount of pixels during tampering process. By assuming authentic areas share similar feature behaviours but tampered areas are sparsely and inconsistently distributed in a forensic feature space, we formulate tampering detection as a constrained minimization problem under the proposed probabilistic rank-sparsity model. Different from existing approaches, our method employs both feature dependency and feature inconsistency without knowing their physical meaning, and needs neither statistical analysis nor model factor estimation. In comparison with classical ranksparsity decomposition, our method explicitly estimates the tampering score and further incorporates spatial coherency to detect spatially-contiguous tampered areas. These two benefits enable accurate localization for various kinds of image tampering. The major advantage of our method is its flexibility to any forensic features for different tampering detection problems. Experimental results show that we could accurately locate tampered areas even using very simple features at pixel level. In the future, we plan to investigate 1) more robust forensic features and also 2) the feasibility of our method in combinational cases of image tampering (e.g., resampling + recompression). REFERENCES [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]
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